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1).  Aug 11, 2018, at 9:41 AM, Magnus Regnant <mr.seaking@gmail.com> 

wrote:

On Aug 11, 2018, at 9:41 AM, Magnus Regnant <mr.seaking@gmail.com> wrote:

Eternal Good Neighbors,

Exercising freely good will, imbued from an eternal unalienable endowed good will, 

while seeking universal unanimity via Nature's Law & Nature's (Creator/Creative) Science of 

Right Reason, as a 'sovereign witness' honorably prejudicial, let the spirit of truth open all doors 

of wisdom, that all walks of life may recreate agreements to re-al-i-ty, espousing knowledge 

governing rights & duties resting upon the reasonableness to live honorably, peacefully and 

forevermore eternally in gracious accord thereby. 

Long ago, having uncovered "the" knowledge of reasonableness (Science of Right 

Reason - Isaiah Ch. 1, V.18), to negotiate predicated upon eternal propositions for greater good 

for all walks of life, people quickly (re-veil) reveal their unreasonableness toward fulfilling their 

formal comity, generally created to serve good will. So, often times Man and Woman after Man's 

own kind, naturally speaking, find themselves facing forces ignoring any good will or comity 

founded upon freely accepted governance in accord. Of course, whatever agreements one accepts 

freely and honorably to hold dearly with one's Father, generally, keeps warmly heartfelt service 

in honor close to the vest and, far removed from the eyes of lesser choices. 

When entering life honorably sealed from our Crowning Nativity in good will, solely 
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endowed for purposes of exercising naturally all Dominions & Powers of Earth and Universal 

Creation as a living Man or Women after Man's own kind unalienably begotten and, what 

naturally each find cognizable, always remember, make each choice for honor & life. Always 

taking one step closer to the eternal heart of good will no matter finding reciprocally otherwise. 

And remember, always negotiate from an eternal posit & situs that confirms your heartfelt core 

prejudicially pledged in 'honor' and 'eternal' happiness shall be yours forevermore.

Proof is in Isaiah Ch. 1, V. 18. And all that is required, your own ability to create your 

own free will agreement with your Father. The All Father (Supreme Creator), will honor fully 

with extreme prejudice as each are fully aware, honorably speaking. Fulfilling your own 

agreement with your Father, washes away all other claims or adhesions as declared by 

Revelations Ch. 2, V. 17 declared by All Father (Revelations Ch. 1, V. 8). Fulfilling one's 

heartfelt agreements prejudicially in good will, while exercising one's unalienable blessings and 

natural rights to life, liberty and pursuit of happiness honorably acquired thereby, seals equitably, 

eternal maintenance and support of eternal universal peace forevermore, by those peculiar 

treasures suited in perfection thereto. All power is given unto all walks of life seeking good will 

naturally speaking. Not otherwise. Why? Because it is All Fathers eternal good will that sealed 

your unalienable blessings in eternal good will, that crowns/empowers your freely negotiated 

agreement to live in peaceful accord thereto, as self-evidently declared in Revelations Ch. 1, V.6.

Now, for ourselves, our negotiations were & are extant, concerning our formal agreement 

with All Father (Supreme Creator).
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And, in keeping with our honor in unanimity with All Father, our mutual agreement is 

and remains squared by our Golden Rule in eternal unanimity honorably. This honorable 

unanimity, stands upon reasonableness, to treat with all walks life equally seeking good thereby. 

Not otherwise.

For any other natural living life that may wish to institutionalize their own re-al-i-ty upon 

lesser will, is not unknown to those of us perfectly suited serving all walks of life seeking good 

will equally honorable thereby. So, it is not unreasonable to seek unanimity wherever reasonably 

possible with all walks of life seeking good will similarly via Nature's Law & Nature's (Creator/

Creative) Science of Right Reason. 

And remember, whatever vessel one finds oneself inhabiting physically speaking, it is a 

temple created to serve an inherent Master. Your job if you accept it, do unto others as your 

Grand Master (All Father/Supreme Creator) has freely done for you. Procreate honorably....., 

whether choosing to create courtship in unanimity as the smallest family of Man after his own 

kind, or, toward seeking self-governance in unanimity with all walks of life seeking good will, 

seek ye first an honorable agreement with All Father, and, all your anointed power will 

honorably serve eternal witness in eternal testimony of your service to life & good will 

honorably. It matters not dishonor may arise elsewhere, always remain prejudicially honorable. 

Why? Out of a decent respect to the opinions of Man requires that they should declare the causes 

which impel them to unanimity or separation.  
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In conclusion, as for my House (Augustus) and my E'State (Arthur Alexander), our wish 

is to serve in good will with any Man or Woman after Man's own kind, honorably seeking to 

serve all walks of life either one at a time or collectively. Including any peaceful National 

Assembly and/or Universal Congress in good will similarly situated.

Never forget our political, spiritual and binding force by which we seek in good will 

to serve all walks of life seeking unanimity similarly situated thereby:

 

"In essentials, unanimity.  In non-essentials, liberty.  In all things, honor." 

All our most precious regards to our breathren & all walks of life seeking honor.

 

Until then, I AM...

Ex-officio propositus in sanguinity, sealed from our naturally begotten Crowning 

Nativity via Wisdom of Divine Law, Your "Sovereign Witness" & friendly Voice in Law!
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Most graciously...'In Honor We Trust'

Magnus Regnant of Sovereign Earth Alliance

 

Link: https://sites.google.com/a/seagov.net/sea/home.

Notice: U.P.C. Applicable.

 

P. S.: Please, most graciously grant whatever courtesy for any incorrect scripture, syntax 

or grammatical errors.

https://sites.google.com/a/seagov.net/sea/home
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But if grace fail our feeble entreaties, then as Don Corleone says ("Oil the gun..eat the 

cannoli. Take it to the Mattress.")

 

Why?

 

“We are increasingly governed not by law or elected representatives but by an unelected, 

unrepresentative, unaccountable committee of lawyers applying no will but their own.” < Robert 

Bork.

  

On Sat, Aug 11, 2018 at 3:50 AM, Eva Baumann <ebau777434@aol.com> wrote:

TO OPT OUT or UNSUBSCRIBE: Please reply to this email with REMOVE ME FROM 

FUTURE EMAILS

in subject line clearly typed in CAPITAL letters.

If you wish to join my mailing list, send reply to EBau777434@aol.com  and put 

"PLEASE ADD" in the subject line. Thank you.

Our mission is to bring awareness to any issue which challenges the security, sovereignty

or domestic tranquility of our beloved Nation, The United  States of America.

In God We Trust!

mailto:ebau777434@aol.com
mailto:EBau777434@aol.com
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____________________

From:  Suzanne; via Arnie Rosner

It Is Yours!!!

Well, bless my buttons!  You mean to say that all it takes is to press a button, and 

lefties immediately go into a group hate and start to defend their identity in-group?  Gag 

me with a spoon!  I never would have thunk it.

In his piece, Jonah also gently raises the question that the Steve Sailers of the world 

have been ventilating for a while.  When whites become self-consciously white, then the 

liberal race game is not going to be fun anymore, because of the button on white people's 

foreheads.

Okay.  End of fun-and-games, beginning of Serious Philosophy.

When you set up a worldview that unifies, or, as we say, totalizes politics and secular 

religion, that proposes to use the force of government to create the perfect world, then you 

set up a double Us and Them dynamic.  First of all, politics is the technique of dividing 

people into two warring groups: Our Group, the good guys, and the Other Group, the bad 

guys.  Taken to the limit, we are talking about civil war.  Second, religion is the technique 

of assembling a community of people around a specific notion of God and a perfect world.  

The religious community is the good guys, and the rest of the world are heretics and 

unbelievers.  Taken to the limit, we are talking about auto-da-fé and Reigns of Terror.
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In their wisdom, our Founding Fathers declared that there should be a separation 

between politics and religion, between State and Church.  I wonder why, Alexandria and 

Sarah!  Do you have an idea?  Did your gender studies teachers get into this, I wonder?

I will tell you, ladies.  Our Founding Fathers knew what a tangled web was weaved 

when they mixed politics and religion in the Thirty Years War.

So along came the lefties in the 19th century, rich kids like Marx and Engels, and 

said: I know, let's have a class war, Capitalists vs. Workers!  Yay, Workers!

So, in the 20th century, we had WWII, the religious war to end all religious wars: 

Democracy vs. Fascism.  You would think the wise heads would have tired of combining 

government and secular religion.

But no!

And so today, all over the U.S., Good Little Girls are being taught to hate and to 

fear.  Good Little Girls like Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez and Sarah Jeong.  Because racism.

As everybody knows, the key thing about racism is power.  If you have power, you 

can be a racist.  If you don't have power, then you can't be a racist.

But if Candace Owens can be suspended for a racist tweet exactly echoing Sarah 

Jeong's tweet, except for substituting "Jewish" or "black" for "white," and Sarah Jeong to 

this very day does not get suspended, and Sarah Jeong works for the New York Times and 

Candace Owens does not, then who has the power?  And who is the racist?

Perhaps our intersectional friends can do a little intersectional analysis on this for 

us.

But I warn you, you lefty professors and diversity administrators.  One day, the 

https://www.breitbart.com/tech/2018/08/05/twitter-suspends-candace-owens-account-for-mimicking-sarah-jeongs-racism/
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Good Little Girls will wake up and realize that You Lied.  I don't think things have 

changed much since 1697, when playwright William Congreve opined that Hell hath no fury 

like a woman scorned.

Christopher Chantrill (@chrischantrill) runs the go-to site on U.S. government 

finances, usgovernmentspending.com.  Also get his American Manifesto and his Road to the 

Middle Class.

Truth leads to Freedom......Freedom leads to Truth.  God Bless and protect our 

America.

It is Yours!!!

Your choice is to accept what is presented or reject it.  Courtesy of the MASTER 

CREATOR OF THE UNIVERSE.

If it did not come to you via the CREATOR, there is a good chance what you have been 

led to believe is a man-made illusion.  A man-made concept specifically created to control you.

Does it really make a difference whether the reality in which you find yourself was 

created to deceive you?

Does it really make a difference whether the reality in which you find yourself is one 

of your own choosing?

Are you the master of the universe the MASTER CREATOR especially created for you?  

Or…

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hell_hath_no_fury
http://www.twitter.com/chrischantrill
http://www.usgovernmentspending.com/
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B074W5GBY5
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00B2SSX5I?tag=roadtothemidd-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00B2SSX5I?tag=roadtothemidd-20
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Have you permitted the Hollywood studios, using the various media agencies to influence 

everything in which you currently believe?

Are you permitting the Hollywood actors, whose stock in trade is deception and sports 

personalities whose accomplishments amount to getting some sort of a ball into some sort of a 

hole, to act as some sort of experts qualified to shape your view of the society in which you live?

Well the choice is yours…!

You control giving the people the power to push your buttons.  You control as to whether 

you engage in the game of Commerce created and imposed upon the people without full 

disclosure or even your “free-will,” consent.

In our lawful society everything is based on free will.

NOTHING COUNTS LAWFULLY—WITHOUT YOUR FREE-WILL CONSENT! 

Why the National Assembly is Relevant

Why The National Assembly is Relevant – Part II

arnie

arnie@arnierosner.com

714-964-4056 24/7

scannedretina.com

https://scannedretina.com/2014/12/06/you-dont-know-what-you-dont-know-a-procerderal-challenge-randy-due-ucc-secured-party-notification/
https://scannedretina.com/2018/06/12/nothing-counts-lawfully-without-your-free-will-consent/
https://scannedretina.com/2018/08/07/why-the-national-assembly-is-relevant/
https://scannedretina.com/2018/08/09/why-the-national-assembly-is-relevant-part-ii/
mailto:arnie@arnierosner.com
http://scannedretina.com/
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____________________________

From: Harold Croyts <rcroyts@aol.com> 

Date: August 10, 2018 at 5:20 AM

Subject: Teaching Good Little Girls to Hate and to Fear - [Assault upon human 

development; destructive warping of childhood.] 

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2018/08/

teaching_good_little_girls_to_hate_and_to_fear.html

'First, politics is the technique of dividing people into two warring groups: Our Group, 

the good guys, and the Other Group, the bad guys.  Taken to the limit, we are talking about 

civil war.  Second, religion is the technique of assembling a community of people around a 

specific notion of God and a perfect world.  The religious community is the good guys, and the 

rest of the world are heretics and unbelievers.  Taken to the limit, we are talking about auto-

da-fé and Reigns of Terror.

In their wisdom, our Founding Fathers declared that there should be a separation 

between politics and religion, between State and Church.  I wonder why, Alexandria and 

Sarah!  Do you have an idea?  Did your gender studies teachers get into this, I 

wonder?...............I warn you, you lefty professors and diversity administrators.  One day, the 

mailto:rcroyts@aol.com
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2018/08/teaching_good_little_girls_to_hate_and_to_fear.html
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2018/08/teaching_good_little_girls_to_hate_and_to_fear.html
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Good Little Girls will wake up and realize that You Lied.  I don't think things have changed 

much since 1697, when playwright William Congreve opined that Hell hath no fury like a 

woman scorned.'

Teaching Good Little Girls to Hate and to Fear

Christopher Chantrill, AmericanThinker.com

Golly, just when we deplorables had finished digesting the incomparable 

Democratic Socialist Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, along comes another tasty dish: the New 

York Times' pet racist and sexist, Sarah Jeong.

AOC's claim to fame is a B.A. at Boston University, which explains everything.  So I 

wondered about Korean-born Sarah Jeong.  Sure enough, says La Wik:

She attended the University of California Berkeley and Harvard Law School, where 

she was editor of Harvard Journal of Law & Gender.

Dear God.  Of course, Jeong is an anti-white racist and an anti-male sexist, for that 

is what she was carefully taught by her lefty teachers and administrators.

By the way, could we clear up the vile misdirection by Oscar Hammerstein II in 

South Pacific, sung by Lt. Cable?

You've got to be taught - To hate and fear, - You've got to be taught - From year to 

year, It's got to be drummed In your dear little ear You've got to be carefully taught.

No!  Oscar, baby, you know better!  You are writing rubbish, the self-conceit of 

liberals, circa 1949.  Earth to lyricists: you have to be carefully taught not to hate and to 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hell_hath_no_fury
http://americanthinker.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sarah_Jeong
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fear.  Teaching humans to hate and to fear is the easiest thing in the world!  Here's the 

Guardian (H/T Jonah Goldberg):

[W]hile some individuals have "predispositions" towards intolerance, these 

predispositions require an external stimulus to be transformed into actions.  Or, as another 

scholar puts it: "It's as though some people have a button on their foreheads, and when the 

button is pushed, they suddenly become intensely focused on defending their in-group."

__

<Embedded1533954294716.png>

_______________________

__

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/jul/14/identity-politics-right-left-trump-racism
https://www.nationalreview.com/g-file/sarah-jeong-racism-anti-white-still-bad/
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